Foreword
The Graduate Institute of International Studies created the PSIO in 1994 to facilitate collaboration between the international and academic communities in Geneva and worldwide. It is both a research programme and a forum to stimulate discussions between academics and policy makers within the environment of the Graduate Institute in Geneva.
For ten years, the PSIO has been steadily expanding and diversifying its activities. In September 2005, it launched, with the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs, Political Division IV (DFA-PD IV), the project 'Religion and Politics: Initiatives and Applied Research', aimed at making an effective contribution to transforming conflicts in which religious and political factors are deeply interconnected and developing a platform of knowledge and expertise in this field. Since then, the project is being implemented through both operational and research activities, touching upon a variety of topics and situations worldwide.
Within the activities of the project, the initiative 'Towards cooperation in removing unjustified obstacles for Islamic charities' (also known as the Montreux Initiative) was launched in 2005. The objectives of the initiative are to build confidence between governments, Islamic charities, and support NGOs in order to give Islamic charities better tools for the post 9-11 context by means of capacity-building, and to improve the general atmosphere in the charity field which has suffered as a consequence of the 'war against terror'.
The Montreux Initiative has given attention to the Islamic charities set up to help Palestinians, and in particular the Palestinian zakat committees, which have attracted much controversy. This Occasional Paper reviews the argument that these committees have been engaged in abuse of the privileges of charities, and it concludes that the argument is, on the balance of evidence available, faulty. Though the author is one of the advisers to the Montreux Initiative, this Paper is published as an exercise in social research that represents the views of its author only. 3. An alternative 'emic' model in three phases 9
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The Palestinian zakat committees 1993-2007 and their contested interpretations
Introduction
The nature of the Palestinian Islamic charities, known as zakat committees, has proved an extremely contentious issue, especially in Israel, the United States and some European countries. We shall contrast the current official position of the US government, that they are subsidiaries of a seamless and conspiratorial terrorist organization, with an alternative approach that contextualizes their religious and humanitarian aspects rather than limiting itself to a purely political and counter-terrorist analysis. Such is the heat of political conflict in Israel-Palestine that ostensibly innocuous humanitarian actions -the gift of beehives to support a destitute family, or the management of a clinic to treat gallstones -can acquire a nefarious reputation.
This article will argue that, difficult as it may be to arrive at complete certainty in such a fluid and contentious environment, the balance of evidence is against the conspiratorial theory. The article will draw on personal observations, commissioned information-gathering and published research, to argue in favour of a more benign interpretation, without falling into the error of denying that charity in any social context can be analytically divorced from politics. It will be suggested that the zakat committees are, among other things, an example of grass-roots, community-based local Faith Based Organizations that were a meeting-point for politically inspired Islamists and the devout middle class. They were beginning to tap successfully into the international aid system, and would have continued to develop in this direction if they had been encouraged to, and if they had not become the victims of a campaign since the end of 2007 to reorganize them under central control.
Zakat or almsgiving is one of the five pillars of Islam, closely associated with prayer -which without the observance of zakat is considered of no avail. It is the religious obligation for Muslims to give annually one-fortieth of the value of their assets, over and above basic property such as their home and working tools, to charity. Eight eligible categories of beneficiary are listed in the Qur'an, beginning with 'the poor'. Though the principle of zakat is deeply entrenched in Islamic law, teaching and historical practice, there is no country in which it functions as it ought to do in an ideal Islamic society: that is to say, automatically redistributing surplus wealth to those in need and thus purging private capital of its undesirable features. In some Muslim countries such as Pakistan it has been absorbed into the national tax system; in others, such as Oman, it is considered an entirely private matter. New-style Western Islamic aid agencies, such as Islamic Relief Worldwide, have adapted the teaching on zakat as an opportunity for professional fund-raising on an impressive scale, relying on modern readings of the Qur'anic prescriptions that enable zakat funds to be disbursed for the benefit of those most in need, regardless of whether or not they are Muslims (Benthall and Bellion-Jourdan 2003: 7-28) . In the Palestinian Territories a rather complex situation has arisen, reflecting tensions that have radiated transnationally into courtrooms, universities and polemical web sites.
The basic facts are clear enough. 1 The extent of deprivation and need in the Palestinian
Territories has become more serious over the last thirty years, as a result of the failure of a succession of initiatives to try to resolve the Israel-Palestine conflict. In several major towns in the West Bank, some 90 zakat committees, as well as numerous Islamic charitable associations, have been gradually expanding their activities in providing services to local communities: hospitals and clinics, food distribution, income-generating projects, orphan sponsorship, schools, bursaries for students, summer camps, and the like. The largest such organization in the West Bank, at Hebron (Al-Khalil) 2 , had in 2006 an annual expenditure of some $7 million; the medium-size ones less than $1 million; and there are many considerably smaller ones -much less than the support given by the United Nations and other international agencies to alleviate poverty and distress in the Territories, but still a substantial contribution.
We shall here confine our discussion to the West Bank. The legal status of zakat committees in Gaza is similar, in that, though Gaza was administered by Egypt between 1948 and 1967, Jordanian law was applied in this respect since 1967 (as explained below) over all the Palestinian Territories. Nearly all our evidence antedates the takeover of Gaza by Hamas in June 2007, which resulted in a new political convulsion in both Gaza and the West Bankfast-moving and outside the scope of our present research. In particular, the Fatahdominated Palestinian Authority based in Ramallah decided in December 2007 to radically reorganize the West Bank zakat committees under central control. 3 We have used the present tense, but in most cases the past tense would be more accurate. Except for this technical difference in regulation and monitoring, the issues raised by the charitable associations are similar to those raised by the zakat committees. They are treated as one broad category in this article. 3 At the time of writing, the Palestinian Authority had had to surrender control of Gaza to rule by Hamas.
The 'pyramid' model
The view of the West Bank zakat committees advanced by the American government is simple. It is influenced by the publications of Matthew Levitt, the counter-terrorism expert (Levitt 2006) . The organization of Hamas is likened to a pyramid, with a political section at the top, which rests on a military section, which in turn rests on a broad social welfare section. 4 This social welfare section is supposedly sometimes referred to as 'the Dawa'.
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It is common ground that da`wa in Arabic means the call to Islam, missionary activity, and sometimes by extension the provision of religious education and social services with a view to reviving the faith of a community. Though the details of its structure are not made public, there is little doubt that Hamas is indeed hierarchically organized, with a representative council (the Shura) at the apex, a military command structure (the Al-Qassam Brigades), and various committees. These no doubt include specialist committees dealing with charitable and welfare matters as well as finance, public relations, religion, women's issues and the like (Hroub 2006: 118) , and were certainly set up with a view to facilitating wide consultation. There is no evidence to my knowledge to support the contention that there is a social welfare section called 'the Dawa'. It is true that Hamas does operate some relief and welfare services directly -that is to say, under its own control without any independent charity structures -and it would be reasonable to regard these as subsidiaries; but this does not apply to the independently constituted committees and societies. Da`wa is a principle, a set of values, not the name of a department. Levitt's is in sociological terms an 'etic' 6 or outsider's interpretation, but presented as if it were an 'emic' description using insider categories, that is to say an organization chart. This might seem a pedantic point to make, except that the outcomes of some major current court hearings relating to Islamic charities depend partly on what judges and jury members may make of such nuances, and the justification by the Palestinian Authority in Ramallah of its recent reorganization of the zakat committees depends on whether the zakat committees actually deserved to be radically reformed or, on the contrary, were operating legally and effectively as grass-roots charities.
As an 'etic' construct, the pyramid model is contentious. It omits two foundation stones that have underpinned Hamas's popularity: first, religious conviction as a social determinant in itself, expressed with particular vigour in the idea of the umma, or brotherhood in Islam; and second, opposition to the Israeli military occupation which is by common consent responsible for much hardship. Another 'etic' interpretation of Hamas's motivation, advanced for instance by the French researcher Jean-François Legrain, contends that its military and political functions are subordinate to an overriding priority which has been to promote a moral and spiritual reawakening based on a particular reading of the Qur'an: the principle of da`wa as a primary objective, not as a means to a merely political end.
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However, the pyramid model is used by the United States and Israeli governments to argue that all Palestinian charitable organizations having, or deemed to have, an affiliation with Hamas, are in effect its subsidiaries. Hence any support given to these organizations is 'material support for terrorism', which is under US law tantamount to terrorism itself and in particular to the suicide attacks on unarmed civilians that Hamas has at various times organized. Allegations of material support for terrorism have led to designation (blacklisting) of individuals and institutions under US law, to freezing of assets, and to criminal prosecutions.
It seems likely that the criminalization of material support for the zakat committees has in fact had the result of driving money underground, where it is outside the purview of banking regulators -because there are many ways of remitting funds other than through banking remittances between registered charities. If this is correct, 'designation' has the reverse effect to that intended. However, we are mainly concerned here with the validity of the process whereby designation has been decided as a policy, rather than with the practical consequences of the policy that have ensued.
An alternative 'emic' model in three phases
I propose instead an 'emic' description of the West Bank zakat committees that confines itself to categories recognized by all the participants and that also provides some timedepth. We will take as a case study the heritage town of Nablus, a commercial centre with a population of some 135,000. It is especially notable for a site sacred to Jews ('Joseph's tomb'
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) and for a history of political opposition dating back to the British Mandate before the Second World War. The history of its zakat committee may be divided into three phases.
Phase 1, till 1967
During the first phase, before the Six-Day War of 1967 and Israeli occupation of the Palestinian Territories in 1968, when the West Bank was still under Jordanian control, the Nablus zakat committee was based in a historic mosque in the Old City. Funding came largely from well-to-do Muslims in the vicinity, in compliance with their zakat obligations, but also from income derived from some waqf real estate -assets donated for the inalienable benefit of the zakat committee.
9 Alms were distributed to the poor and needy of the city -following the traditional practice of zakat committees all over the Muslim world.
The main responsibility lay with the imam of the mosque, governed by Islamic law but also under the supervision of the Jordanian government's Ministry of Awqaf (the Arabic plural of waqf), which had charge of religious affairs 10 and holy sites.
Phase 2, 1968-1994
The 
Phase 3, 1994-present
The third phase lasted from the foundation of the PNA in 1994 until the time of writing. The overall Israeli military occupation continued during this period, but the PNA acquired control of many aspects of the day-to-day administration of the Palestinian Territories. During the second phase, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) had acquired considerable influence in the Territories on account of the vacuum in government and welfare services (Brown 2003) . After 1994 the PNA exerted much political effort (against considerable opposition) to establishing control over the NGOs, passing new legislation with this in mind and insisting on rigorous registration and monitoring procedures. The zakat committees were treated as a special category and came under the control of the PNA, but now through the Palestinian Ministry of Awqaf. 11 Each zakat committee was required to register with this ministry, as well as with other specialist ministries if it was working in the fields of social affairs, health, education or agriculture, and to submit to regular inspections. The Ministry of Awqaf is required to approve the election of each of the members of a given zakat committee, between seven and thirteen in number, none related by close kinship ties, and they are not allowed to accept any payment for their services (unlike their employees). In effect, the zakat committees have operated under a combination of Jordanian zakat law and the new Palestinian regulations that lay down reporting and external auditing requirements for all voluntary associations.
international funding. International donors have included the World Food Programme, the UN Development Programme and well-known American, German, Japanese and French agencies. But as might be expected, much of the external funding has come from Arab and Muslim individuals and institutions, in many countries, that are sympathetic to the plight of the Palestinians. 13 In neighbouring Jordan, some zakat committees have specialized in sending the product of their local fund-raising to help Palestinians in need. But it is the action of European and American Islamic charities in sending funds to Palestine that has made them such a subject of bitter controversy, for according to the pyramid model this is equivalent to the financing of suicide bombing.
Allegations against the zakat committees
Perhaps the strongest charge against the zakat committees is the allegation that they directly support paramilitary activities, including the offer of a kind of advance insurance policy for Hamas suicide bombers, providing benefits for their families. One reason why this charge has gained credibility is that the suicide bombers are often called 'martyrs' (shahīd, plural shuhada'), and it is true that funds have sometimes been disbursed to support explicitly the families of 'martyrs'. However, the committees' defence is, first, that in the Arab world a shahīd is anyone who dies in a just cause or as a result, direct or indirect, of injustice (including anyone killed under Israeli fire, or even the victim of an electrical fire due to defective wiring in a deprived neighbourhood, or a woman who dies in childbirth when the ambulance transporting her is detained at a checkpoint)
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; and second, that they carry out a needs assessment before helping bereaved families, so that the aid they give is based on need, irrespective of how the deceased met their deaths. 15 Evidence to substantiate the strong charge is scarce, based on sources such as Israeli intelligence reports that are not only selective and heavily biased, 16 but also sometimes compromised by semantic discrepancies, such as the ambiguity of shahīd, due to translation problems between Arabic, Hebrew and English. In some cases, alleged confessions appear to have been elicited under duress. 14 A related word, istishhādī, is used specifically for suicide bombers. 15 It is true that the families of suicide bombers and other deceased militants have a special status in Palestinian society. But according to my information, Hamas has its own funds, mainly based on subscriptions from members, to help support the families of suicide bombers -not through charities. In addition, the Shahid Fund was set up by the PNA in 1994. Apparently, Arafat agreed to this fund being used to support the families of suicide bombers, even when the latter were Hamas members. There has hence, it would seem, been no need for the zakat charities to give special support to these families.
An equally strong charge, but strong in a different way because it is so sweeping, is advanced. This is that the zakat committees are engaged in 'social engineering' on behalf of Hamas, "critical to winning the hearts and minds of the Palestinian people and to creating a military and operational pool for Hamas". 17 The implicit effect of the pyramid model is to seek to persuade that Hamas is like a narcotics mafia, a corporate body whose ostensibly charitable aid to local communities is actually nothing but an instrument to further criminal activities, and which enforces obedience to its dictates. The allegation could be definitely verified or falsified only by the adducing of field-based sociological evidence, which is extremely hard to obtain in a zone of conflict and military occupation where a large proportion of the Palestinian people are already radicalized, irrespective of any actions that Hamas may take. However, evidence (summarized below) as to the high degree of public trust that the zakat committees have earned, by contrast with all political parties and movements in the Territories, suggests that the pyramid model is deficient.
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A less strong charge is also put forward by Matthew Levitt that the zakat committees' work creates a sense of indebtedness. "If a person is a taxi driver and they are asked to deliver a package somewhere they don't ask. They do it. If they are asked to shelter someone in their house overnight, they do it. It creates a sense of indebtedness that Hamas is able to call upon." 19 This charge is anecdotal and somewhat inchoate. It is possible that a taxi driver may occasionally deliver a dubious package, but equally possible that he may convey an injured child to a clinic at risk to himself because of crossfire. I can find no sentence in Levitt's book on Hamas which acknowledges that the Islamic charities in Palestine may be even partly motivated by altruism, though with regard to Hamas he does refer to its "notorious honesty" (Levitt 2006: 238) .
The weakest charge -but maybe that on which the campaign against the zakat committees ultimately depends -is that, even if it is conceded that such a charity provides genuine health and welfare services, financial support for the charity is nonetheless a support for terrorism, on the grounds that it is relieving Hamas from costs and hence frees up funds for paramilitary operations. 20 This has been called the doctrine of 'asset substitution', founded on the fact that money is 'fungible'. The implications of this argument have not perhaps been fully thought through. No-one denies the extent of health and welfare needs in the Palestinian Territories, yet US prosecutors contend that it is a criminal offence for external funds to be sent for a poor man to be given a cow to milk, or for a patient with eye disease to be given medical treatment, on the grounds that, without those external funds, the money for buying explosives and training suicide-bombers would be tied up with charitable services, and so a terrorist attack would not take place.
One can appreciate the conscientious motivation of prosecutors who seek to deter financial transfers that, according to their theory, are facilitating acts designed to cause terrible carnage and suffering. Nonetheless, such an argument seems to be at variance with International Humanitarian Law as applied to zones of conflict, which gives priority to relieving the suffering of non-combatants. The logical consequence would be to prohibit funding of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, because some of their funds go to support Red Cross and Red Crescent National Societies in countries that are definite military threats to the West, and because the work of these National Societies includes the provision of military ambulances and hospitals.
Moreover, the argument suggests that the greater the professional integrity shown by the zakat committees -in delivering their services effectively to those most in need -and hence the greater the trust they earn from the communities they serve, the more successful they are likely to be in winning 'hearts and minds', and therefore the more culpable they are in allegedly sustaining Hamas. According to the argument, even if the charity managers, medics and others concerned were to succeed in satisfying a neutral adjudicator that they are committed to acting in a totally professional manner, this would not clear them of the charge of spreading an atmosphere of opinion supportive of Hamas. Such an argument places the zakat committees in a 'no win' double bind.
Some field evidence from 1996
My own fieldwork on Islamic charities in Palestine dates back to February 1996 and gave some attention to a Jordanian zakat committee in Amman that collected funds for It could be argued that Mr Al-Adayileh was lying through his teeth and that I was deceived by him. This is the problem with individual fieldwork. I can only add that he made a favourable personal impression as a young man with modern fund-raising skills, pragmatic but committed to Islamic ideals (he also said that it was difficult to persuade secular people to contribute), and, as far as I could judge, sincere. His committee certainly had some kind of affiliation with the Jordanian Muslim Brothers, and had problems with the Jordanian government (as summarized above), but if he was merely a member of a conspiracy to further the interests of Hamas then the conspiracy was one so deep that I failed at the time to see through it, and still today fail to see through it -because what I have seen and heard of the Palestinian zakat committees since 1996 is consistent with the picture given me by Mr Adayileh.
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22 It is logically impossible to completely disprove any conspiratorial theory, because its adherents are able to argue that all evidence against it is mendacious or otherwise flawed. One can only set out to advance an alternative theory, accepting that if new, clinching evidence in favour of the conspiratorial theory were to come to light, one would change one's mind.
The functioning of the zakat committees and their reputation
A key question is to what extent the zakat committees are 'affiliated' with Hamas. As we have seen, the Israeli and US governments' position is that they are so closely affiliated as to be, in effect, subsidiaries. The position of the committees themselves is that they are entirely independent charitable associations. The most serious, first-hand, unbiased data publicly available to date is contained in an International Crisis Group report (ICG 2003) . 23 This suggests that some organizations in the Territories such as the Islamic Association (alMujamma' al-Islami) in Gaza are strongholds of Hamas, but that otherwise the concept of affiliation is problematic and a matter of degree. Some zakat committees are popularly seen as loosely affiliated politically with Hamas, some with Fatah, some are independent; but loose affiliation is not the same as the control that Hamas is accused of exercising.
My own investigations into the zakat committee in Nablus have concluded as follows. In the early summer of 1997 there were twelve committee members. The breakdown of its annual expenditure of US$1 million was reported approximately as follows:
40% sponsorship of needy families through monthly payments 30% sponsored orphans 7% educational support for needy students 8% medical support 10% monthly staff salaries 5% other
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The committee also manages the Islamic Medical Compound and a dairy, Al-Safa, on a cost recovery basis. Decisions are taken by majority vote, and are confirmed by the Ministry of Awqaf.
The Chairman, Dr Abdel-Rahim Hanbali, is a member of an ancient religious family associated with the Hanbali mosque in Nablus: his father was imam of the mosque and was the first chairman of the zakat committee. The deputy chairman, Sheikh Hamid Bitawi, is a well-known religious authority and a member of parliament, and clearly a preacher of militant, even inflammatory anti-Israeli views. Though he might justifiably be seen as a sympathizer with Hamas, he declares that he has no political affiliation, and aspires to be more a national and Islamic icon than a party politician. According to my information (some of which, though not all, I have been able to confirm from independent sources), none of the other six members of committee whom the Israeli government labels as 'Hamas' are members of Hamas.
Two of them are affluent businessmen. One of these, the honorary treasurer, Hajj Adli Yaish was elected Mayor of Nablus in municipal elections in 2005, on the 'Change and Reform' ticket, which was a coalition group including Hamas and other parties and individuals (including a number of Christians) and widely regarded as the Hamas party. At the time of going to press with this article, he was detained in an Mr. Yaish agrees that some people will vote differently on national and local issues, and he expects Hamas to get nowhere close to the 73 percent of the local vote it received a month ago. "We want partnership with Fatah," he said. "Democracy is competition and makes us stronger."
Hamas in the legislature will monitor government work, especially finances and accounts, to prevent corruption, he said, and to improve tax collection. "The same party as judge and jury is not good," he said. "If there is no oversight, even a good man can be tempted."
Hamas opposes negotiations with Israel, but Mr. Yaish thinks its presence in the legislature will stiffen the Palestinian Authority's back in dealings with Israel. "I don't like the Palestinian Authority to negotiate from a weak position," Mr. Yaish said, pragmatically. "We're occupied, and I want my government to talk harder to Israel." (Steven Erlanger, New York Times, 23 January 2006).
Since 1994, Hamas's popular approval rating among Palestinians, as manifested either in opinion polls or in municipal and parliamentary elections, has varied between 25 and 50 or even 60 per cent. 26 It is to be expected statistically that in a Palestinian committee of seven to thirteen members, up to a half of them will probably sympathize with Hamas as individuals. It does not however follow that they are unable to carry out their duties as committee members in a manner consistent with the local laws and with generally accepted principles of charity management.
As far as I know, no solid impartial research has yet been conducted into the detailed operations of the zakat committees in the Territories, which would be particularly difficult to 25 It should be noted here that the late Sheikh Yassin is considered a national Palestinian figure as well as the Hamas spiritual leader, and his photograph is to be found in many houses, shops etc. not necessarily owned by Hamas supporters. Over 100,000 people attended his funeral in Gaza (BBC News, 23 March 2004). 26 The CPRS, an independent research institution, estimated the mean level of support among the Palestinian public for Hamas during 1993 to 1997 as 18 per cent, which Hamas said was too low. Hamas has claimed up to 50 or 60 per cent. Khaled Hroub gave a personal estimate of 30 per cent in 2000 (Hroub 2000: 231-2 (Brown 2003: 14) . It may be speculated that part of this legitimacy has been 27 Two recently published articles relating to Hamas and social welfare are consistent with the argument presented here. Haim Malka argues that social welfare has been a vital component in Hamas's overall strategy, offering a favourable ratio of reward to risk, and he does not explicitly criticize the Matthew Levitt model (Malka 2007) . He writes however: "Ideological affinity plays a more crucial role in mobilizing Hamas's network than does formal political affiliation" (p.105). "Although these institutions [the zakat committees and similar charities] may not be officially linked, Islamic charities work towards the same goal within a similar religious and political context.
[…] Although Hamas does not have any visible centralized organizing body for charity organizations affiliated with the movement, these numerous educational institutions, zakat committees, and clinics share the same worldview and identify with Hamas's broad concept of creating a religiously observant and strong Muslim society" (p.107). "Whether Hamas extends aid as a quid pro quo for political support is debatable. Zakat committees in general claim to distribute aid in a non-partisan fashion based on specific criteria. Beneficiaries are generally required to fill out forms and a questionnaire and accept a home visit to determine eligibility. Yet it is difficult to imagine a totally fair method of distribution in a system where family and clan loyalties are so important and religious-political divisions so deep" (p.109). (We may note that this last is a problem faced by 'Western' NGOs as well, and many NGOs appear to have close informal links with Fatah politicians.) Malka's article has the merit of being even-handed in intent, but is not explicit on its sources of oral or unpublished information. I understand however that his article is based on many years' field experience as a reporter and researcher in Jerusalem and the Palestinian Territories (personal communication). Lars Gunnar Lundlblad has made five field visits to the West Bank between 1999 and 2007 (Lundblad 2008) and interviewed a wide variety of informants. Though he does not discount the possibility that some of the allegations of political favouritism made against the zakat committees are justified, he is impressed by the level of legitimacy and trust achieved by them and concludes "The stereotypical image of Islamic activism as a cover for terrorism needs to be redressed" (p. gained by responding spontaneously to obvious local needs, rather than trying to satisfy the agenda of the Western donor community.
A corroborating opinion is given by Professor As'ad Abdul Rahman, a senior independent Palestinian political scientist without party allegiances: "In the past [i.e. before the so-called reforms introduced by the PNA in Ramallah in 2007-08] zakat committees were formed in a free electoral or consensual mode". He foresees damaging consequences arising from the current move to bring them under government control: "This major and dangerous decision had major and dangerous reasons and consequences". And he describes the zakat committee system as a protection against terrorism rather than a fomenter of terrorism:
[a] popular, credible and democratic structure […] that had helped in fighting poverty and bridging the internal Palestinian social gaps and consequently leading to creating such atmospheres that are neither tense nor extremist nor terrorist.
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If we look to a wider Middle Eastern context, including Egypt (ben Néfissa 1995 , Sullivan 1992 ) and the Arab villages in Israel (Israeli 1993) , convincing evidence is available that the Islamic voluntary sector is often able to provide effective welfare and relief services to populations that the state is unable or unwilling to cater for. Similarly in Algeria, a team of British consultants concluded as a result of a commissioned survey in 2000 that Islamic charitable associations throughout the country, though markedly out of favour with the Algerian military government, were "almost without doubt the strongest NGOs in Algeria", especially in the poorest rural areas. 30 Zakat committees are exactly the kind of grass-roots, community-based, voluntary institution that many international donors now look to as an alternative to the waste and corruption that often accompany aid flows through large bureaucratic institutions.
An alternative 'etic' model
There is no reason to question the good faith of counter-terrorism experts; and indeed citizens everywhere have reason to be grateful to the police and intelligence services that track down and forestall terrorist attacks. However, the methods of enquiry used for this purpose depend critically on the construction of patterns of association through analysis of communications and meetings between individuals. 31 There is thus a grave risk of attributing guilt by association. This risk is compounded by the citation of highly biased press reports and intelligence web sites, and sometimes by reliance on statements extracted from detainees under coercive interrogation. It is further compounded by the insistence of the US government on minimizing the distinction between transnational terrorism of the Al-Qaida type -which appeals positively to only a tiny minority of Muslims, despite its ability to call on the loyalty of co-religionists -and a movement such as Hamas which has a limited territorial motivation, the desire to displace an occupying power. 32 Counter-terrorism has validity as a practical response to crisis. But it is not an intellectual discipline like political science or cultural anthropology that insists on scrupulous examination of sources, crosschecking of evidence from different viewpoints, and correction for observer bias.
An alternative 'etic' explanation may be proposed to the pyramid model. The Palestinian zakat committee is an instance of a deeply embedded 'civil society institution' that had been operating unobtrusively for centuries across the Muslim world. The principle of zakat is one on whose importance all Islamic apologists of whatever political complexion have agreed.
Hamas was founded in 1987-88 as a successor to the Muslim Brotherhood's Palestinian branch, which was founded in Jerusalem in 1946, two years before the establishment of the state of Israel. The Muslim Brotherhood itself, the matrix of Sunni political Islam in the Middle East, had been founded in Egypt in 1928 and has splintered into numerous national movements varying greatly in their degree of radicalism, degree of nationalism and degree of commitment to violence -contrary to the view of some American counter-terrorist groups that it is an integrated Islamist International. In Jordan, which has close ties with Palestine, the Muslim Brothers constitute a kind of 'loyal opposition' to the Hashemite monarchy. The rise of the Muslim Brotherhood must be seen historically as part of a wider Islamic resurgence with counterparts in the Indian sub-continent, parts of south-east Asia and elsewhere.
Hamas viewed the defeat of the Arabs at the hands of the Israeli army in 1967 as a punishment for bad Muslims. The success of the Israeli state in imposing its will was seen by Hamas as an achievement of the Jewish faith (whereas in historical fact Zionism was more of a secular-ethnic than a religious movement, and Israeli politics in the 1950s and 1960s were much less influenced by the religious parties than today). Hamas's response to the Zionist claim to biblical lands was a new claim, that the whole of Palestine was waqf, inalienable till the end of days. "Since Palestine can only be recovered as an Islamic state by Muslims who have returned to their religion", wrote the political scientist Beverley MiltonEdwards in 1996, analysing the Hamas view, "the secular-nationalist approach is doomed to failure. Hamas, then, is concerned with individuals, re-educating them, encouraging them back to Islam and using the individual as a starting-point for the re-Islamisation of society" (Milton-Edwards 1996: 184).
This reislamization included attracting people back to the mosques, the encouragement of Islamic dress and morals and praying and fasting, the banning of cinemas. Hamas has worked particularly hard to reislamize the youth of Palestine. But the programme also included almsgiving; and here it was possible for those who sympathized with reislamization to engage with established institutions -such as the Nablus zakat committee, registered in
Reislamization has also harmonized with the practice and motivation of traditional observant Muslims uninterested in politics -a coalescence documented in the wider Middle East context by Gilles Kepel (Kepel 2002 It would be surprising if examples of clientelism and patronage were not to be identified in the operations of the zakat committees, because these are survival mechanisms in a society such as Palestine where the state is so weak as to be practically non-existent. As Emanuel Schäublin has observed, " [t] he Islamists have been successful in creating a solid and wide spread base of support because they were able both to enlarge the notion of the patronage system -the uniting factor being Islam and a political ideology."
39 One reason why Islamism has gained support among professionals such as lawyers, doctors and engineers in the Middle East is that they see it as offering alternatives to kin-based social structures. A further strand in political support for Islamism is the adherence of former communists and socialists, since these secular political theories have found little resonance with the Arab populace.
The 'pyramid' model strips Palestinian Islamic institutions both of their geopolitical contexta military occupation widely considered to be illegal -and of their religio-political context, the resurgence of Islamist movements in many parts of the world that gathered force over the past thirty years. Our alternative etic model allows the Palestinian zakat committees to be seen in a different light, as local instances of a worldwide trend, the growth of Islamic NGOs, which are themselves a special case of Faith Based Organizations -but within the unique historical context of the Israel-Palestine conflict.
Zakat committees as Faith Based Organizations
Beginning towards the end of what we have called the second phase of development of the Palestinian zakat committees , and continuing during the third phase (1994 to the present day), they began to tap into the international aid system.
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The Nablus zakat committee, to take our case-study again, adapted its procedures to enter into substantial contracts to supply long life milk from its dairy to American Near East Refugee Aid and the World Food Programme, for distribution to Palestinians in need. emerged. 41 These have followed in the footsteps of Christian agencies such as Christian Aid and the Catholic Fund for Overseas Development (CAFOD, the English branch of Caritas Internationalis) by renouncing all proselytism 42 and embracing international codes of conduct such as the commitment to non-discrimination and transparency. They are beginning to project a public image of Islam that contradicts widely held negative stereotypes, even to offer implicitly in their new bureaucracies an alternative focus of authority for Muslims to traditional religious hierarchies based on the mosque.
The process of integration of Islamic charities into the international aid system has been intermittent rather than following a uniform path. Some large Saudi-based charities may be thought of as constituting a kind of parallel aid system that has relatively few connections with their Western counterparts, and reliable information about their programmes is hard to obtain. However, in Europe and particularly in Britain the process is unmistakeable. With so many humanitarian crises afflicting Muslims in many countries, fund-raising is energetically pursued by European Islamic charities, and the sufferings of the Palestinian people inevitably become a priority because of the consistently high media profile of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
The impasse for Palestinian Islamic charities in its geopolitical context
The development of Islamic aid agencies in the USA, by contrast, came to a halt after 11 September 2001, when they immediately became major suspects in the 'global war on terror'. Though there were almost certainly some real abuses in the past of the privileges of Islamic charities 43 -in which respect they are not unique, for the whole charitable sector is always vulnerable to abuse, resting as it does on the principle of trust -political pressures have in my view resulted in a serious overreaction against these charities (Benthall 2007a (Benthall , 2007b . The Palestinian zakat committees were beginning to benefit from the encouragement given everywhere by international aid agencies since the 1990s to 'civil society institutions' and grass-roots organizations. Further evidence of their credibility as charities is the fact that a number of them were successful in securing financial support from major international agencies -such as USAID (the US governmental aid agency) and the large aid organization CARE -that impose demanding procedures for access to funds and evaluation of performance. We may note in passing that the Jewish National Fund, describing itself as "the caretaker of the land of Israel, on behalf of its owners -Jewish people everywhere", encounters no legal obstacle in the USA when it raises tax-exempt funds for improvements to military installations in Israel. 46 The Palestinian zakat committees, by contrast, have never been accused of overtly spending funds on military projects, yet its American donors are charged with giving material support to terrorism when they remit funds that are demonstrably applied to support clinics, food aid and the like. This is not the place for a general discussion of the Israel-Palestine conflict. I share the widespread view that it is a tragedy in the strict Hegelian sense, that is to say a collision of two rights. But some thoughts on how aid and charitable giving fit into the conflictual relations may be permitted. sectarian divisions within the Muslim world that the umma has hitherto been more a rhetorical trope than a practical resource for resolving the Palestinians' dilemma.
Hamas's philosophy is that on the long time-scale of Islamic history it can afford to ride out short-term setbacks. Some leaders of Palestinian civil society advocate the non-violent or Gandhian option, which might have a valid future if it were adopted as a mass movement, but which has so far attracted scant support from politicians. Religion is one of their few remaining trump cards. This includes both the Hamas claim that the whole of Palestine is waqf, and a devout hope that justice for Palestinians will eventually be granted. But the religious commitment also includes zakat -which if it were seriously implemented on a large scale could not only give new impetus to desperately needed humanitarian relief aid, but also help regenerate the Palestinian economy. It offers a practical contribution towards reconstruction in Palestine, which must be a prerequisite for a lasting peace with Israel. Indeed, as one of the cornerstones of Islam, the principle of zakat has a reach that extends far beyond the specifics of Israeli-Palestinian politics, having the potential to effect a significant redistribution of resources within the entire Muslim world.
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The campaign mounted by the Israeli and United States governments against Palestinian zakat committees and their donors resident in the West has the defensible aim of preventing terrorism, but it is a campaign that can be criticized as both conceptually questionable and practically ineffective. Such criticism should not be directed at these governments as unitary entities -for divergent views are no doubt expressed and ventilated among government officials. Nor should we necessarily infer any lack of sincerity or integrity on the part of those individuals who conduct the campaign. However, from an outside point of view it can seem like an attempt to neutralize the potential of zakat. In the eyes of many thoughtful Muslims, the campaign gives an impression, accurately or not, that these governments want to monopolize humanitarian action as a political tool to serve their own interests. The US government proclaims its wish to enter dialogue with and to encourage moderate, modernizing influences within the Islamic world; but when it is faced with a practical, internally generated modernizing movement -the development of a transnational Islamic charity sector in harmony with international humanitarian norms -the response seems to be an unfortunate one, with implications that are probably not fully intended: a decision to block and criminalize. Yet if we analyse the evolution of zakat committees as a special case of Faith Based Organizations, it may be possible to identify a substantial ongoing change that will affect the entire Muslim world. It is, after all, part of the genius of all the great religions that they are capable of quite rapid change, while maintaining the appearance of immobility.
